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Abstract 
To establish the correctness of some software w.r.t, its formal specification is widely recog- 
nized as a difficult task. A first simplification is obtained when the semantics of an algebraic 
specification is defined as the class of all algebras which correspond to the correct realizations of
the specification. A software is then declared correct if some algebra of this class corresponds to
it. We approach this goal by defining an observational satisfaction relation which is less 
restrictive than the usual satisfaction relation. Based on this notion we provide an institution for 
observational specifications. The idea is that the validity of an equational xiom should depend 
on an observational equality, instead of the usual equality. We show that it is not reasonable to 
expect an observational equality to be a congruence. We define an observational algebra as an 
algebra equipped with an observational equality which is an equivalence relation but not 
necessarily a congruence. 
We assume that two values can be declared indistinguishable when it is impossible to 
establish they are different using some available observations. This is what we call the 
Indistinguishability Assumption. Since term observation seems ufficient for data type specifica- 
tions, we define an indistinguishability relation on the carriers of an algebra w.r.t, the observa- 
tion of an arbitrary set of terms. From a careful case study it follows that this requires to take 
into account the continuations of suspended evaluations of observation terms. Since our 
indistinguishability relation is not transitive, it is only an intermediate step to define an 
observational equality. Our approach is motivated by several examples. 
1. Introduction 
A main purpose of formal specifications i  to provide a r igorous basis for establish- 
ing software correctness. Indeed, it is well known that proving the correctness of some 
piece of software without any formal reference makes no sense. Algebraic specifica- 
t ions are widely advocated as being one of the most promising formal specification 
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techniques. However, to be provided with some algebraic specification is not sufficient 
per se. A precise (and adequate) definition of software correctness i  mandatory. This 
crucial prerequisite must be first fulfilled before one can develop the relevant verifica- 
tion methods, and try to mechanize them. 
The adequacy of the chosen definition of software correctness has a great practical 
impact, and we should therefore define software correctness according to the practical 
needs. In the framework of algebraic specifications, traightforward definitions of 
correctness turn out to be oversimplified: most programs that should be considered as 
being correct (from a practical point of view) are rejected. The first task is then to 
formally define the class of algebras which correspond to the correct implementations 
of a given specification. It is well known that this class should not only contain all the 
models of the specification but also some algebras which do not satisfy (in the usual 
sense) all axioms of the specification) In fact, this class should rather correspond to 
the algebras which satisfy them "up to observations". For this reason, in our ap- 
proach, we loosen the too restrictive usual satisfaction relation, in order to obtain an 
observational satisfaction relation "0=", more permissive than "~"  in the sense that 
g= contains ~.  
We consider an observation as an experiment which consists in computing some 
results given some inputs. In nonobservational approaches nothing is assumed about 
which kind of experiments i authorized and by default, this corresponds to the 
situation where everything may be observed. Notice that we will also use ambiguously 
the term "observation" when referring to the description of what are available 
experiments. 
Assume now that the elements of some data type can only be observed by means of 
some available xperiments. In this situation, it may well be impossible to distinguish 
some data type elements from others. This fact can be reflected by an indistinguisha- 
bility relation, written "~" ,  defined on a carrier of an algebra according to the 
following Indistinguishability Assumption: 
Two values are indistinguishable with respect o some observations when it is imposs- 
ible to establish that they are different, using these observations. 
Now, the idea to loosen the satisfaction relation is to use "~"  instead of "="  in the 
definition of the satisfaction relation. The usual satisfaction A ~ (t = t') of an equa- 
tional axiom is based on the identity "="  of the results of the evaluation of both t and 
t' in A, while an observational satisfaction should be based on whether these results 
are indistinguishable (i.e. related by "~ ") or not. Then the crucial point is to define the 
"~"  relation, according to the Indistinguishability Assumption. Obviously, such 
a relation does not coincide with "=" .  Unlike in [16], [19] or [8] but similarly to [1] 
and [23-1 we want to consider more general observations than sort observation since 
1 The usual implementation f stacks by array-pointers is considered as correct. However, in general this 
implementation does not correspond to a model of the stack specification. 
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sort observation does not provide a satisfactory expressive power 2 (as shown 
in [14] or [17]). Unfortunately, an indistinguishability relation defined w.r.t. 
such general observations is not a congruence in general (see [23]). It may 
even not be an equivalence relation. As a matter of fact, according to the Indistin- 
guishability Assumption, the observations only allow to decide that two elements 
should be distinct but not necessarily to decide tat they are equal. We overcome 
this problem by introducing an observational equality " - "  included in "~"  
This leads us to the concept of observational algebras which are of the form 
(A , - )  where A is an algebra (in the usual sense) equipped with an equivalence 
relation - .  
We discuss the conditions under which our framework can provide an institution 
[6, 7]. A first obvious condition is to let observations be part of some institution 
component. Since the observations act on the semantics of a specification i the same 
way as the axioms, we believe that the observations hould be attached to the 
sentences part. Besides observational gebras, we also introduce observational sen- 
tences which are of the form (tp, W)  with tp a (usual) sentence and W a set of 
observation terms attached to it. In order to define an institution in such an approach, 
we investigate the relations between the variance (a-translation, with tr a signature 
morphism) of observational sentences and the corresponding covariance ("a-reduct") 
of observational gebras. 
The approach we develop in this paper attempts to extend the class of the models 
of an algebraic specification by loosening the satisfaction relation. On the other 
hand there are approaches where this extension is made by means of an equivalence 
relation =Obs on algebras (called behavioural equivalence) depending on some 
observations Obs [18, 22, 15, 11, 16, 21]. In these approaches, the class of "observa- 
tional models" (also called behaviours), denoted by Beh[SP, Obs], which should 
correspond to the correct realization of a specification SP, is usually defined in the 
following way: 
Beh [-SP, Obs] = {B ~ Alg [Sig [SP] ] [ 3 A ~ Alg [SP], A - Obs B} (1.i) 
Based on this notion, in 1-21] Sannella and Tarlecki have developed an institution- 
independent framework. 
Even if very general, in our opinion, these approaches do not provide a satisfactory 
observational semantics. It turns out that there exist some realizations that we would 
like to consider as being correct, but unfortunately these realizations cannot be shown 
to be behaviourally equivalent to any of the (usual) models of the specification at 
hand. A limit-case xample of such a situation, namely when Alg [SP] -- 0, is given in 
the next section. 
2 Sort observation is not precise nough, inthe sense that it may be necessary to observe l ss than all the 
(reachable, observationally reachable) values of a given sort. 
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2. Beyond sort observation 
Let SWC (see Fig. 1) be a usual specification of sets of natural numbers with an 
additional operation choose: Set--, Nat, defined by the axiom s # 0 =:- choose(s)~ s = 
true. By this axiom we require choose to return an arbitrary element of any nonempty 
set. Consider a usual algebra L of lists of natural numbers. Clearly, lists behave like 
sets if we only observe them via the membership operation. For this reason we can 
consider L as an "observational model" of SWC, choose being realized by car. In this 
realization the lists nm and mn (with n :~ m) are indistinguishable, since they are viewed 
as the same set {n,m}. However choose(nm) and choose(ran) produce two Nat values 
which should be distinguishable. Accordingly, we should not request he indistin- 
guishability relation to be a congruence. Once admitted, this claim has an immediate 
and important consequence: if the observational satisfaction of an equation l=r  
depends on the indistinguishability relation, an algebra may observationally satisfy 
l=r,  without satisfying f(1)=f(r). Consequently an inconsistent specification in the 
usual sense) may be considered as "observationally consistent" provided that the 
inconsistencies are not observed. For instance, in Fig. 1, sets of natural numbers with 
an operation enum, which enumerates a set into a list, have been specified in a very 
natural way. Unfortunately this specification is inconsistent in the usual sense. Thus in 
the approaches based on behavioural equivalence, from (1.i), we have Beh [SP, Obs-] = 
0 for any set of observations Obs. On the contrary, in an approach with an observa- 
tional satisfaction relation this specification can have models (sets can be realized by 
lists, enum being the identity), provided that the inconsistencies are not observed 
spee: SWC 
use: NAT, BOOL 
sort: Set 
operations: 
O: --,Set 
ins: Nat Set- -Set  
_~_: Nat Set -*Bool  
del: Nat Set- -Set  
choose : Set - -Nat  
axioms: 
ins(x, ins(x, s)) = ins(x ,  s) 
ins (x, ins (y, s) ) = ins (y, ins (x, s) ) 
del (x, O) =0 
del (x, ins (x, s) ) = del (x, s) 
x =~y ~ del (x, ins (y, s) ) = ins (y, del (x, s) ) 
xEO=false 
x~ ins (x, s) =true 
x=~y~x~ins(y ,s )=xEs  
s =Y:O ~ choose (s) Es = true 
spec: SWE 
use: LIST, NAT, BOOL 
sort: Set 
operations: 
O: -*Set 
ins : Nat Set - ,Set  
_e_:  Nat Set--,Bool 
del: Nat Set - ,Set  
enum : Set- -L ist  
axioms: 
~kl: ins(x, ins(x, s)) = ins(x ,  s) 
~2: ins (x, ins (y, s) ) = ins (y, ins (x, s) ) 
~b3: del (x, O) =0 
~4: del (x, ins (x, s) ) = del (x, s) 
~ks: x=~y ~ del (x, ins(y, s ) )= ins(y, del (x, s)) 
~k6: xeO= false 
~kT: x~ins (x, s) =true 
~ks: x =/=y ~ x t ins (y, s) =xes  
~k9: enum (~) = nil 
~klo: enum (ins (x, s) ) = cons (x, enum (s)) 
Fig. 1. Specification of sets with choose and with enum. 
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(i.e. onum cannot occur in observation terms). Moreover, the latter aim cannot be 
achieved in a satisfactory way using sort observation. It is clear that in this example 
we want to observe e.g. s(s(0)) but not car(enum(ins(s(s(0)), 0 )) while with sort 
observation we can observe either both or none)  Given two computations which 
yield the same result (e.g. car(cons(s(s(0)), nil)) and car(enum(ins(s(s(0)), 0)))) we can 
choose the set of observation terms so that one computation is observed (e.g. the first 
one) and the other (e.g. the second one) is not. This points out the advantage of term 
observation with respect o sort observation. The latter allows to observe values but 
not computations [17]. Moreover sort observation is not expressive nough when 
values which have to be observed o not fit to whole carriers (e.g. we may want to 
observe a strict subset of a carrier of Nat, such as a given interval). Examples are given 
in Section 11. 
As a summary we state the following claims: 
1. An observational equality depends on observations. Since these are proper to a data 
type, each data type has its own observational equality. 
2. The operations do not necessarily preserve observational equalities (i.e. "~"  is not 
necessarily a congruence). 
3. Two distinouishable elements cannot be equal. Two indistinguishable elements are not 
necessarily equal. 
3. Basic definitions 
We assume that the reader is familiar with algebraic specifications ( ee e.g. [5] or 
[9] and [24]). A signature ~ consists of a finite set S of sort symbols and a finite set of 
operation names with arities ambiguously denoted by ~. We assume that each 
signature S is extended with an S-sorted set of variables X such that Xs is countable 
for each s e S. We use the following conventions. Given a signature Z (resp. Z'), S (resp. 
S') denotes the sorts of Z (resp. of 2;') and X (resp. X') denotes the variables of the 
extended Z (resp. of Z'). A signature morphism a: S,~Z'  maps each sort of S to a sort of 
S', and each operation ( f : s l . . . s ,~s)sZ  to an operation aft) of S' with the arity 
a(s l ) . . .a(s,)~a(s)  and is extended by an injective map on variables that sends each 
variable of Xs to a variable of X ~,(s). Note that we assume that a signature morphism is 
always injective on variables. 4 Signatures with signature morphisms form the usual 
category of signatures, written Sig. 
From Tz(X) (the S-sorted set of Z(X)-terms, i.e. terms on the extended signature 
Z(X)), the "="  symbol, propositional connectives (--a, v ,  A, ~ ,  etc.) and quantifiers 
3 More precisely, sort observation allows to split carriers among observed and unobserved. Accordingly 
a term is then considered asobserved if its sort is observable. 
4Without his assumption, which under a stronger form appears in I-7, Definition 58, p. 136], it would be 
impossible to establish t e satisfaction condition for most institutions. 
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(V, 3) we construct he set of well-formed X-formulae and the set Wfs[X] of well- 
formed X-sentences (which are Z-formulae with no free variable) in the usual way. The 
definition of (total) Z-algebras and (algebraic) X-morphisms is the standard one, as 
well as the satisfaction relation between Z-algebras and Z-sentences. The category of 
all X-algebras is denoted by Alg [X]. Given an S-sorted set E, we denote by Tz(E) the 
free Z-algebra over E. For instance Tz (resp. Tz(X)) denotes the Z-algebra of ground 
terms (resp. terms with variables), T,~(A) (resp. Tx(AuX)) denotes the X-algebra of 
ground terms (resp. terms with variables) over the carriers of a Y.,-algebra A, or free 
algebra over A, for short. Given a signature morphism or: Z--,Z', the Gr-reduct of 
a Z'-algebra A', written A Io is defined in the usual way, and extending this on 
S'-morphisms we obtain the forgetful functor -I~ :Alg [-S']-,Alg I-Z]. In the particular 
case of an inclusion Z_  Z' (that is, of an inclusion signature morphism a:Z--I ,Z'),  the 
corresponding forgetful functor is written -Iz. 
Definition 3.1. A substitution p is an S-sorted map from X to an S-sorted set E such 
that Ps : Xs~Es is 
total iff Es = 0 =:- Xs = 0 
everywhere undefined iff Es = 0 and Xs #0. 
A valuation v from X to an algebra A is a substitution from X to AwX such that 
vs = Idx, whenever As = 0. The set of all valuations from X to A is written Val IX, A1. 
A partial valuation v from X to A is a substitution from X to AwX such that if v(x)eX 
then v(x) = x. 
From the freeness of Tr(X) any valuation (resp. partial valuation) v followed by the 
S-sorted inclusion A~_Tr(A) (resp. A~_Tr(AuX)) extends to a unique morphism 
(ambiguously written v) from Tr(X) to Tr(AuX) that maps each term t~(Tr(X))s to 
a (partially) valued term tv ~ (Tr(A ~X))s. Notice that if As ~ 0 for each s E S then for all 
v:X--*A and all t~Tr(X), tv~Tr(A). We say then that tv is (totally) valued. The 
evaluation mo~hism from Tz(A) to A is defined as the unique Z-morphism which 
maps each element of Tz(A)snAs to itself. This morphism maps a valued term z to its 
evaluation result written f. 
A position p in a term t is a sequence of integers which describe the path from the 
topmost position of t (denoted by the empty sequence) to the subterm of t at position 
p written tip. The set of all positions of t is denoted by Pos(t). The replacement oftip by 
a term r in t is written t [rip. The multiple replacement a parallel positions Pl . . . . .  p. is 
written t[rt ... rnlp~ ...p. 
Definition 3.2. Given sorts S={sl  . . . . .  s.} the set of contextual variables is the (S- 
indexed) set 0 ={osl, .... os,} with {os,} called the contextual variable of sort si. 
A context over a Z-algebra A is a partially valued term ~/with only one contextual 
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variable and no other variable. Consequently, the S-sorted set of all contexts over A, 
written Cz(A), is defined as follows: 
C~(A)= U r~(Au(o~}) 
s~S 
Given t/~C~(A) we can write t/:s-~s' instead of r/~(T~(Au{o~}))~,. Application of 
r/:s-~s' on a~As is written t/Ea]. 
The following definitions are very technical as well as subsequent results of this 
section. They can therefore be skipped at first reading. 
Definition 3.3. Given a signature morphism a:Z--*Z' and a Z'-algebra A', we define 
#A---7 as the unique application from A' Io to A', which maps each element of (A I~)~ to the 
equal element of A~,(~), for all s~S. 
Definition 3.4. Let a:,Y,--*Z' be a signature morphism, A' be a Z'-algebra. We define 
• ! p ¢A'. Tr(A I o)~Tr(A ) as the unique extension of both ~AZA' : Aio~A ' and tr:Tr ~Tr .  
Definition 3.5. Given a signature morphism a:,Y,--*,Y,' and a S'-algebra A', we define 
a ~r-reduet of a valuation v ' :X'~A'  as a valuation v(o :X~A [, satisfying 
Vs~S Vx~Xs A~,(s) #0 ~ a(x)v'=~za,(xvi,) (3.i) 
VseS VxeX A~(~)=0 =~ xvi,=x. 
We also use the pointwise xtension of this definition to sets of valuations, that is 
rio stands for {vi, [ v'e Y}, for any Y'~_VaI[X',A']. 
Notice that this definition makes sense, since tr and ~ are well defined• The 
notation v' Io suggests that the relation -Io defined on the valuations by Eq. (3.i) is 
a function• The following lemma points out this fact. 
Lemma 3.6. Let a" Z--. Z' be a signature morphism and A' be a ,Y,'-algebra. The relation 
-Io defined by Eq. (3.i) is a total and surjective function -I,: Val IX', A'] ~ Val [X, A i~]- 
Proof. Functionality: 
Let v' :Val[X',A']. We show that there exists a unique v:X~A[~ such that a(x)v'= 
~(xv). 
Assume that a(x)v'=a' for x~Xs. Since a(s) is the sort of a(x), by definition of 
valuation a'~A'o(s). Since a is not necessarily injective on the sorts, trj, l(a')= 
{al . . . . .  an}, each ai having different sort of a-1 (tr(s)). Thus, there exists the unique ak 
of the sort s. The valuation v, we are looking for, exists and maps x into its unique 
value ak. Consequently v is unique. 
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Surjectivity: We show that for all v:X~A[o there exists v ' :Val[X' ,A']  such that 
Vi~V.  
Let x'~ X'. If x'¢a(X) we do not need to care about x'v'. Let then x'etr(X). Since tr is 
injective on variables there exists, a unique x eX s.t. a(x)= x'. If xv = x then according 
to Definition 3.5, x 'v '=x' .  Let therefore xv=a,  aeA[ .  Then the value which v' should 
map to x' exists and is equal to ~A,(a). This proves the existence of v'. [] 
Lemma 3.7. Let a:S--+Z' be a signature morphisrd and A' be a Z'-aloebra. For any 
valuation v' : X '~A '  and any term teTz(X) such that tr(t)v' ~ T~,(A') we have 
a(t)v' =~A,(tv[,) 
Proof. Obvious, since according to Definition 3.4 we have a(t)v'=aA,(tvi, ) and 
aa,(tvi~) =~A,(tv[~). [] 
Corollary 3.8. Let a : Z ~ Z' be a signature morphism and A' be a Z'-algebra. For any 
valued term z~T~(A[,) we have 
~,-r~ = ~(~)  
Proof. It is a trivial consequence of Lemma 3.7 since z can always be written tvi, with 
teTr(X) and v ' :X '~A '  (see Lemma 3.6). [] 
4. How to observe and how to compare 
As mentioned in the introduction we are going to define an indistinguishability 
relation on the carriers of an algebra in order to relax the satisfaction relation. Usually 
this is done using the concept of observable contexts. Since this concept was only 
defined for sort [8, 10, 15, 16] or signature 5 [1,23] observations, we should start by 
defining it for the case where we observe an arbitrary set of terms. We first need two 
preliminary definitions. Deep motivations of all definitions of this section are given in 
[2]. 
Definition 4.1. Let A be a Z-algebra. We define the partial evaluation relation, written 
pV.v" on T~(A) as follows. We say that a term z2 e T~(A) is a result of partial evaluation 
of za ~T~(A), written z, ~ z2, if there is a position p in zx such that zl [zl [p]p=Z2. 
p~,v 
Fact 4.2. The reflexive-transitive closure of --~v , written * ) is  a partial order. 
pEv ' 
s In fact hese approaches combine signature and sort observations. 
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Definition 4.3. Let W _ Tz(X) be a set of terms and A be a Z-algebra. The closure by 
partial evaluations of W in A, written ~A, is defined as follows: 
X~/A={z~T~(A)I3w~W3v:X--*Awv * ,z}  
pEv 
This leads to the definition of observable contexts. 
Definition 4.4. Let W ~_ T~(X) be a set of observation terms and a be an element of 
a X-algebra A. We say that a context r/~C~(A) is a W-observable context of a (an 
observable context of a, for short) if ~/[a] E~A. The set of W-observable contexts of 
a is written contw(a). (If there is no ambiguity we omit the index W in this notation.) 
The above definition provides an answer to the question of how to observe an 
element of a carrier of an algebra. It is clear from this definition that, given a set of 
observation terms W, such an element a can be observed through its W-observable 
contexts. The next definitions provide an answer to the question of how to compare 
two elements a and b of a carrier of an algebra. 
Definition 4.5. A W-eomparator (comparator, for short) of elements a and b of a given 
carrier of a S-algebra is any W-observable context of both a and b. The set of all 
comparators ofa and b is denoted by cmpw(a, b). (If there is no ambiguity we omit the 
index W in this notation.) We say that a W-comparator r/distinguishes a and b iff 
t/I-a] ~: r/[b-]. 
With the latter it is natural to define an indistinguishability relation as follows. 
Definition 4.6. We say that two elements a and b of a given carrier of a Z-algebra re 
indistinguishable w.r.t, a set of terms W ~_ Tz(X) (or W-indistinguishable), written a ~w 
b, if there is no W-comparator which distinguishes them. 
We illustrate the concepts introduced so far by means of the specification SWE (see 
Fig. 1). 
Example 4.7. Let FswE be the signature of SWE except he enum operation. Consider 
the following set of observation terms ObsswE =(TrswE(X))Boo~u(TrswE(X))Nat. Assume 
that we enrich SWE with the operation idl: List--* List defined by the axiom idl(I)= I. 
(This operation, without any practical interest, aims at precisely define an algebra as 
a a-reduct of another one.) Since SWE is an enrichment of LIST we can write 
Sig [SWE] = Sig [LI ST] + d2; 
Then we consider the following signature morphism: 
tr = ausr + A a with ausr :Sig [LI ST] ~ Sig ILl ST] 
Aa: AZ~Sig[LIST] 
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where O'LIST is the identity morphism and 
Ao-(Set)= List Ao-(O)=nil Ao-(ins)=cons 
Ao-(e)=member Ao-(del)=remove Ao-(enum)=idl 
Consider the Sig[LIST]-algebra L being the usual realization of lists. Then the 
Sig[SWE]-algebra we are interested in is Lio. The observable contexts of le(Lio)Li~ t 
are the following ones: 
cont(/) = {car(t/), member(n, r/)l ne(Lio)N.. ~]~(CFswE(Lhr))List ) 
Therefore, ~ ObsswE is the identity on (Lio)usr. The observable contexts ofs E(L Ja)set  a re  
the following ones: 
cont(s) = {nerllne(Ll~)Nat, r/E(CrswE(Ll~))set} 
Thus s, s' ~(Ll~)Set are indistinguishable if they contain the same elements. 
We would like to propose an institution for observational specifications. Since our 
observational satisfaction relation (which will be defined later) strongly depends on 
observable contexts, we must first study their properties w.r.t, the forgetful functor and 
the translation of observation terms. In this way, we are going to provide tools which 
will be useful to show that the satisfaction condition holds in our framework. Below 
we give the first important heorem. It is a good opportunity to establish some 
interesting lemmas about partial evaluation. 
Theorem 4.8. Let O-: Y, - ,  X' be a signature morphism, W _~ Tz(X) and W' ~_ Tr (X') be sets 
of terms such that O-(W)___W' and A' be a ~,'-algebra. For any element aeA[~ and any 
context r/~Cz(Ai, ) we have 
t/econtw(a) =~ O-a,(~/)~contw,(~-~A,(a)) 
We need the following lemmas for the proof. 
I~mma 4.9. Let O-:2~27 be a signature morphism, and A' be a X,'-algebra. For all 
zl,z2eT~(A[o ) we have 
Proof. By Definition 4.1 there exists a position p~Pos(T1) such that zl [zl [p ' ]p ='t"  2 • By 
Corollary 3.8 we have 
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Hence 
This proves aA,(Zl)--~v aA,(Z2). [] 
Lemma 4.10. Let a: Z--*Z' be a signature morphism, and A' be a Z'-algebra. For any 
zl, z2 e T~(A i,) we have 
~-~,v~ ~ ,r,,(~)--F~v,r,,,(~) 
Proof. Follows directly from the previous lemma. [] 
'C  t Lemma 4.11. Let tr : Z ~ Z' be a signature morphism, W _ T~(X) and W _ T~,(X ) be sets 
of terms such that tr(W)___W' and A' be a Z'-algebra. For any zeT~(A[,) we have 
Proof. Assume z~q¢ AI°. By Definition 4.3 we have 
3weW 9v:X--*AI, wv pEv 
By Lemma 4.10 we obtain 
9wEW 9v'X--).A[,, O'A,(WV)~O'A,('I~) (i) pEv 
By Lemma 3.6 we know that there exists a valuation v':X'--,A' such that v [= v. It is 
obvious from Definition 3.5 that aA,(wv)= a(w)v'. Consequently, from (i), we deduce 
9weW qv"X--*A' a(w)v'-~Evaa,(z) 
Now a(w)~W', hence 
9w'~W' qv' :X~A' w' v' * ' aA'(~) 
pEv 
rA' 
By Definition 4.3 this yields aA,(Z)eW . [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Let a S,~S, be a signature morphism, W___T~(X) and W'~_ 
T2,(X') be sets of terms such that a(W)GW' and A' be a Z'-algebra. Let a~Ai .  
Assume ~/~contw(a). By Definition 4.4 we have el-a] ~W AI°, hence by Lemma 4.11 
we deduce aA,(eEaq)~V,V '~'. By Definition 4.4 this yields aA,(rl)econtw,(~-~A,(a)). [] 
Notice that the converse of the above theorem does not hold even if a(W)= W'. 
Example 4.12. Consider the following signatures: 
Z= {f,,fz:s~s} Z '= {f' : s'--*s'} 
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Let W = {fl(x)}. Let a:Z- - .S '  be the following signature morphism: 
a(s)=s' a(fl)=a(f2)= f' 
It is clear that for any Z'-algebra A', f2(o) is not a W-observable context of any element 
a~Ai, ,  whereas a(f2(o))=f'(o)~contotw)(-~A,(a)). 
The above example shows that in some situations a(W) can generate more observa- 
tions than W. In such a situation we may have a~wb and ~a,(a) ~otw)~a,(b). More 
generally the converse of Lemma 4.11 does not hold in this situation. It is possible to 
overcome this problem by imposing the following syntactic ondition on W and tr: 
~-~(a(w))=w 
If W and tr satisfy this property then the converse of Lemma 4.11 holds for the 
particular case tr(W)= W'. This is stated as follows. 
Lemma 4.13. Let a : Z,---} Z' be a signature morphism and W___T~(X) and W'~_Tr(X') 
two sets of terms such that tr- I  (W' )= W. Let A' be a Z'-algebra. For all zeT~(Ai, ) and 
all C e Tr(A')  such that a-~a,(z)=z' we have 
xEW ~° 
Proof. Let zeT~(Ai, ) and z'EW 'A' such that z'=trA,(~). By Definition 4.3 this is 
equivalent to 
3w'eW' 3v ' :X '~A '  w'v' * ,~' 
pEv 
Since tr- ~ (W')= W the above formula is equivalent to 
3weW 3v':X'~A' a(w)v' * ,z' (i) 
pEv 
According to Definition 3.5 it is obvious that aA,(wv[,)= tr(w)v'. Consequently, we can 
consider v= v[. Due to the hypothesis that tra,(z)= z', formula (i) is then equivalent to 
3weW 3v:X-,Ai. CrA,(WV)--~E A,h) 
By Lemma 4.10 this is equivalent to 
3weW 3v:X~A[,  wv pEv 
By Definition 4.3 this is equivalent to ze'~7¢ AI-. [] 
Under the same hypothesis of Lemma 4.13 the converse of Theorem 4.8 holds. We 
have then an equivalence instead of an implication. 
Theorem 4.14. Let tr : S, ~ S,' be a signature morphism, W_~Tz(X), W'~Tz,(X') be two 
sets of terms such that ¢r-t(W')=W and A' be a Z'-algebra. For any a~Ai ,  and any 
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r/sC~(AI, ) and q' eCr(A')  such that trA,(q)=r/' we have 
r/~contw(a) ~- ~' econtw,(~A,(a)) 
Proof. Let tr: 2;~Z' be a signature morphism, W ___ T~(X) and W' ~_Tr(X') be two sets 
of terms such that a - I (W' )=W and A' be a 27-algebra. Let aeAi,,  r/eC~(Ai,) and 
r/'eCr(A') such that aA,(q)=r/'. 
~ A I Assume r/econtw(a). Due to Definition 4.4 this is equivalent to q[a] eW ", and by 
Lemma 4.13 is equivalent to 
aA,(q[a])~ "~V '~" (i) 
It is clear that aA,(q [a])= aA,(q)[~-~a,(a)]. Due to the hypothesis that aa,(q)= q', formula 
(i) is therefore quivalent to 
rt' [~-j£, (a)] e if '" '  
which by Definition 4.4 is equivalent to q'~contw,(a-jzA,(a)). []
5. Properties of the indistinguishability relation 
Definition 4.6 expresses in which situations two elements of a 2~-algebra re 
indistinguishable w.r.t, a given set of observations. Indeed, it defines an S-sorted 
relation ~w = (~ w),~s on an algebra, called the indistinguishability relation. Since this 
relation is the next step toward a complete description of our institution for observa- 
tional specifications, we must study its properties w.r.t, the forgetful functor and the 
translation of observation terms. This will be necessary for establishing the satisfac- 
tion condition (see [7]) in a further section. After the following proposition devoted to 
this aim, we study other interesting properties of the indistinguishability relation. 
Proposition 5.1. Let a:E~Z'  be a signature morphism, let W ~_ Tx(X) and W'_  Tx,(X') 
be sets of terms such that a(W)~_W' and A' be a r,'-algebra. For all s eS, for all 
a',b' eA'cts ) and a, b6(Ai~)s uch that ~a,(a)=a' nd ~(b)=b '  we have 
a '~w,b '  ~ a~wb 
Proof, Let a', b'~A'ots) such that a' ~w, b'. Assume by contradiction that there exist 
a, b~(Aio)s uch that 
~a,(a) = a' ~a,(b) = b' and a 4 w b 
According to Definition 4.6 there exists r/e cmpw(a, b) such that 
r/[a] ~ r/[b] (i) 
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By definition of comparator (see Definition 4.5) q is an element of contw(a) and 
contw(b). On the other hand, it is clear that 
aA,(q)[a']=aA,(q[a]) and aA,(q)Eb']=aA,(q[b]) (ii) 
From Corollary 3.8 we have therefore 
aA,(rl[a])=~A,(q[a]) and aA,(q[b])=~a,(rl[b]) (iii) 
From (i), (ii) and (iii) we obtain 
aA'(q)Ea'] 4:aA,(rl)Eb'] (iv) 
Now, from Theorem 4.8 we know that aA'(q) is an element of contw,(a') (resp. 
contw,(b'). Accordingly, it is a comparator of a' and b' and by (iv) it distinguishes a'
and b'. This is in contradiction with the starting hypothesis. [] 
As for observable contexts in the previous section we would like to have an 
equivalence between ~a,(a),,~w,~a,(b ) and a~wb.  A sufficient condition is again 
- l(W') = W. 
Proposition 5.2. Let tr : S-o S' be a signature morphism, W _ Tx(X) and W' ~_ Tx, (X') be 
two sets of terms uch that tr- * (W') = W and let A' be a X'-algebra. For all a, b ~(A i,)s we 
have 
~a,(a) ~w,~-jza,(b) ¢~ a ~wb 
Proof. Let a, b e(Aio)S such that a ~w b. By Definition 4.5 this is equivalent to 
Vqecmpw(a,b) t/[a] =q[b] 
Since ~a' is injective when restricted to one sort and cmpw(a, b)=contw(a)c~contw(b), 
the above formula is equivalent to 
Vq econtw(a)c~contw(b) ~a,(q [a]) = aA'(q [b]) 
According to Corollary 3.8 this is equivalent to 
Vq ~ contw(a)r~contw(b) aA,(q)[~a,(a)]=aa,(q)[~A,(b)] (i) 
From the hypothesis that tr-x (W')= W we deduce that any W'-observable context is 
an element of C,(z)(A'). Now, for all t/'eC,(z)(A') there exists r/eCz(Ai, ) such that 
aA,(q)=ff. Hence using Theorem 4.14 we deduce that formula (i) is equivalent to 
Vr/'e contw,(~-jza,(a))ncontw,(~a,(b)) r/' [~a,(a)] = q' [~a,(b)] 
By Definition 4.5 this is equivalent to ~-;a,(a)"~w, ~a,(b). [] 
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As a corollary of Proposition 5.1, we have the following fact which makes clear the 
antimonotonicity character of the indistinguishability relation w.r.t, the inclusion of 
sets of observation terms. 
Corollary 5.3. Let Wl, W2 be two sets orE-terms uch that W 1 ~_ W2. On any Z-algebra, 
the indistinguishability relation~ ,,~ w l and ,,, w2 satisfy ~ w2 ~- ~ W r 
Proof. It is enough to consider the previous proposition with S=Z' ,  W=Wl, 
W'= W2 and tr the identity. [] 
The following fact is obvious from the definition of the indistinguishability relation. 
Fact 5.4. The indistinguishability relation is reflexive and symmetric. 
The next fact fully agrees with our claims. 
Fact 5.5. The indistinguishability relation is not always compatible with operations. 
Proof. It is enough to go back to Example 4.7. Recall that in the algebra LI,, sets are 
represented by lists. Let then (n, m) and (m, n) be two representations of the set {n, m} 
in this algebra. On the one hand we have (n, m) ~ ObsswE (m, n) but on the other hand 
anumLl°((n,m))~ObsswEenurnLl~((m,n)) because of the comparator car(o) which 
distinguishes them. [] 
We have also a negative result. 
Fact 5.6. The indistinguishability relation is not transitive in general. 
Consider the model A (see Fig. 2) of the specification TRANS. In this algebra we 
have a a ~wb A and b a ~wC a, but not a a --,wC a. The reason is that we did not impose 
any restriction on the set of observation terms. Consequently, nothing ensures that all 
the elements of a given data type can be observed in the same way. In the algebra 
A each of the elements a n, ba, c a is observed differently, each pair among these 
elements i compared in some proper way, different from the others. This is the reason 
why the indistinguishability relation is not transitive. In fact, this property results 
directly from our Indistinguishability Assumption according to which we have built 
Definitions 4.6, 4.4 and 4.5. However, when all the elements of a given carrier of an 
algebra have the same observable contexts, the indistinguishability relation is transitive. 
Fact 5.7. Let A be a S-algebra and W be a set of  E-terms. I f  contw(a) = contw(b)for all 
a, b tAg  then the relation ~"w is transitive on A. 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
Trans ~ 
spec : TRANS 
use : BOOL 
sor t  : Trans 
operat ions  : 
a, b, c : -~ Tran$ 
f, g, h : Trans -~ Bool  
observations : 
fCa), f(b), g(b), g(c), h(e), h(a) 
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Fig. 2. Specification TRAN$ and one of its models. 
It is possible to have a definition of" ,-, w" which is always transitive. One may state 
that a and b are W-indistinguishable if they do in the sense of Definition 4.6 and if 
additionally contw(a)= contw(b). In our opinion, such a definition will distinguish too 
much. For instance, if in a specification we observe only some ground terms then, 
according to Definition 4.6, a nonreachable value will never be distinguished from any 
other value, whereas with the modified version of this definition, a nonreachable value 
will always be distinguished from any reachable value. Consequently we are not 
enthusiastic about such a modification. 
Fact 5.8. The relation '~ObsswE from Example 4.7 is transitive. 
Proof. Follows directly from Fact 5.7, since in Example 4.7 we have shown that the 
elements of the same carrier of LI~ have the same observable contexts. [] 
Fact 5.7 provides a semantical transitivity criterion of the indistinguishability 
relation. There exist also some syntactical criteria. We describe them in the next 
section. 
6. A particular case of term observation 
An interesting case arises when the set of observation terms is described by a partial 
subsignature defined precisely by the following definition. 
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Definition 6.1. Let 27 be a signature. A partial snbsignature of X (partial signature for 
short) is a pair ($1, Zo) such that Zo is a subsignature ofZ and $1 is a subset of sorts of 
2;o. The set of terms T<s,,ro>(X) of a partial signature ($1,2;o) (the set of (S1,Zo)- 
terms) is defined as follows: 
T<s,,zo>(X) = I_] (T~o(X))s. 
seS1 
This kind of sets of terms is interesting because the indistinguishability relation 
generated by such a set on any Z-algebra is transitive. In order to make this point 
clear, we first introduce an auxiliary definition of (St, 2;0)-indistinguishability. This is 
a transitive relation. We show then that this relation is the same as T<s,.~o>(X)- 
indistinguishability (in the sense of Definition 4.6). This last result allows one to 
conclude that any T<s,.so>(X)-indistinguishability is transitive on all Z-algebras. 
Definition 6.2. Let (Sa, Zo) be a partial subsignature of Z and A be a Z-algebra. We 
say that a, b ~A~ are ($1, 2;o)-indistinguishable, written a ~ <s,.zo> b, if for any term 
t~T<sl,~o>(X) with at least one variable x~ of sort s and for all valuations 
v 1, v2 s Val [X, A] which satisfy tv 1, tv2 E T~:(A) and which coincide everywhere except 
at xs where x~vl =a and xsv2=b, we have 
tvl = tv2 
Proposition 6.3. Let (Sx, Zo) be a partial subsionature of Z. The relation of (St, 2;o)- 
indistinguishability is transitive on all Z-algebras. 
Proof. Consider a, b, c e As such that a ~ <s,,zo> b and b ,-, <s,,z0> c. From Definition 6.2, 
this amounts to saying that t-~=t~z=t-~3 for any term t6T<s,,Zo>(X) and all the 
valuations v1, v2, v3 ~ Val [X, A] which coincide everywhere xcept at an xs ~ Var [t] 
where x~vl =a, xsv2 =b and xsva =c. Hence, we deduce immediately that 
a--,(st ,  zo ) c []  
Theorem 6.4. Let ($1, Zo) be a partial subsignature of Z and A be a Z-aloebra. For all 
a, beAs we have 
a"<s,,Zo> b /ff a"T<s,~°>tx)b 
The proof of this theorem requires a technical definition as well as some additional 
results. 
Definition 6.5. Let A be a Z-algebra and zETr(A) be a valued term. Consider the 
following set of positions: 
{P, . . . . .  P.} = {p~Pos(x) I Zlp~A } 
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We call a term t eTr(X) 1r-derived, if it is obtained from z by replacement ofall its leaves 
at positions P a . . . . .  p. by distinct variables. In other words t = z[xt . . . . .  X.]p,. p. with 
x~#xj when i#j .  We let der(T) denote the set of all z-derived terms. 
Lemma 6.6. Let <St, So) be a partial subsignature of S,, t be a term ofT<s~,ro>(X), A be 
a X-algebra and v :X~A be a valuation. I f  tv *,z ,  where zETa(A), then pEv 
der(z) ~ T<s,,xo>(X). 
Proof. Obvious, since the sort of any term of der(z) is in $1 and every operator 
occurring in it is in So, according to Definitions 4.1 and 6.5. [] 
Lemma 6.7. Let (St, So) be a partial subsignature of,Y, and A be a Z-algebra. For all 
zeT<s,,ro>(X) a we have 
der(z) __ T<s,, Zo> (X) 
Proof. Assume T~T<s,,_%>(X) A. By Definition 4.3 we have 
3t~T<s,,Zo>(X)., 3v:X~A tv ,z pEv 
Hence, by Lemma 6.6 we deduce that der(~)___T<s,,Zo>(X). []
Lemma6.8. Let (S1,Zo> be a partial subsionature of Z and a be an element of 
a ,Y-algebra A. For any qecontr<s,.~oAx)(a) we have 
der (r/[a]) --- T<sl, Zo> (X) 
Proof. Assume t/ 
Hence, applying 
econtT<~,.~o>(x)(a). By Definition 4.4 r/[a] is an element of T<s,,zo>(X) a. 
Lemma 6.7, we obtain the result we are looking for. [] 
Lemma 6.9. Let (St, So> be a partial subsignature of Z, A be a S-algebra and let 
a, b ~ As. For any tl ~ cmpT<~,.~o>(X) (a, b  there exists a term t ~ T<s,,So> (X), and valuations 
Vl, Vz ~Val[X, A] which coincide everywhere xcept at x~eVar[t] where xsva =a and 
XsVe=b and such that t/[a] =tvl and t/[b] =tvz. 
Proof. Let q~cmpT<~.~o>(x)(a,b) and to~der(r/[a]). It is obvious that der(r/[a])= 
der(r/[b]), therefore toeder(r/[b]). Let {Pt . . . . .  p,} be all positions of os in q and let 
xsCVar[to]. Notice that Pos(q)=Pos(to). Consequently, we can consider a term 
t =to[Xs]pl...p .. Since by Lemma 6.8 to is in T<s,.zo>(X), we also have t~T<sl, zo>(X). By 
construction of t, there exists a valuation vt:X-- .A such that tvt=~/[a]. Hence 
X~Vl =a. It is obvious that there exists a valuation vz :X~A which coincides with vl 
everywhere except at xs where x~v2=b. Then we are done since tv2 =q[b]. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 6.4. Let (Sl,Zo) be a partial subsignature of X and A be a X- 
algebra. We will proceed by an indirect proof. We show that for all a, b ~ As we have 
a ~r<s,.zo)b iff a ,'/Lr<s,.zo>(x)b. 
(=~) Let a,b~A~ such that a ~<s,.zo>b. By Definition 6.2, there exists a term 
t eT<s,.Zo>(X) and valuations vl, v2eVal[X,A] which coincide everywhere except at 
xseVar[t] where XsVl=a and xsv2=b, such that 
tvl ~tv2 (i) 
Let {Pl . . . . .  p~} be the set of positions where x~ occurs in t. Consider then a context 
r/=tvx[O]p,..pr It is obvious that r/=tv2[-O]p~...p, and that r/[a] =tvl and ~/[b-] =tv2. 
Now, by Definition 4.3 we have tvbtv2E~ A. So r/ecmpT<~..~o>tx)(a,b) and 
according to (i), r/distinguishes a and b, hence a ~T<s,~o>tXJ b by Definition 4.6. 
(~) Let a,b~As such that a~Cx<~,~o>tx)b. By Definition4.6, there exists 
t/~ Cmpr<~,.~o>tx)(a, b) such that 
,/[a] #,7 [b] (ii) 
But according to Lemma6.9 there exists a term teT<s,.So>(X), and valuations 
v l, v2 E Val I-X, A] which coincide everywhere except at Xs ~ Var It] where XsVl = a and 
XsV2 =b and such that ~/[a] =tvt and r/[b] =tv2. From (ii) we deduce that tvt #tv2. 
Hence a $<sl.so>b, y Definition 6.2. [] 
Corollary 6.10. Let ($1, So) be a partial subsignature of S. The relation of indisting- 
uishability w.r.t, the set of terms T<s,.Zo>(X) is transitive on all Z-algebras. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 6.3. [] 
We give below an example of observation by a partial signature. 
Example 6.11. Consider the observations ObsswE from Example 4.7. Recall that ObsswE 
=(TrswE(X))aoo~w(TrswE(X))Na t. In fact, this is an observation by a partial subsignature 
of Sig[SWE], namely ({Bool, Nat}, I'swE). 
Partial signatures are used as observations in [1]. Observational equality w.r.t. 
(S1,Xo) defined in that paper coincides with our (S1,So)-indistinguishability 
on all reachable algebras. However these two relations do not coincide on nonreach- 
able algebras, not even on their reachable parts. If two elements are ($1, Xo)-indistin- 
guishable then they are also observationally equal w.r.t. ($1, Zo) (in the sense of [1]) 
but the converse is true only for reachable algebras. This is due to the fact that our 
comparators are elements of C~(A) while those used in [ l]  can be viewed as elements 
of C~. Since C~Cx(A)  we have more possibilities than [1] to distinguish two 
elements. 
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7. Observational algebras 
In Section 5 we have shown that the indistinguishability relation is not transitive in 
general. For this reason, an observational satisfaction relation cannot be directly 
based on the indistinguishability relation, in contrast with the usual satisfaction 
relation, which is based on the usual equality (of the elements of an algebra). Its 
nontransitive character (see Fact 5.6) would make it unusable as interpretation of an 
equivalence predicate. On the contrary, the noncongruence property (see Fact 5.5) 
does not entirely reject this possibility, provided that such exotic operations as enum 
(see Fig. 1) are treated with care. For instance in some term t of SWE we can replace its 
subterm tip = ins(s(0), ins(0, 0)) by ins(0, ins(s(0), 0)) except when there is some enum 
in t above the position p.6 In addition, similarly to [23], we believe that there is no 
reason to expect an "observational equality" to be a congruence. This may happen 
only in the particular case of sort observation. 
We can conclude that at this moment he only problem is due to the nontransitive 
character of the indistinguishability relation. For this reason, we introduce in this 
section the notion of observational equality which, being transitive, is a step toward 
an observational satisfaction relation. 
At the end of Section 2 we have stated a few claims as the result of the former 
discussion. They now lead us to the following conclusions: 
• Because of the second claim, an observational equality need not be a congruence 
for the same reason why the indistinguishability relation is not such, in general (see 
Fact 5.5). 
• The last claim suggests that on a given algebra, an observational equality is not 
unique. 
• The first claim suggests that observational equality should be an S-sorted relation. 
Putting these conclusions together, we state the following definition. 
Definition 7.1. Given a signature S, an observational l~-algebra is a pair "(A, ~ )" where 
A is a Z-algebra nd - is an S-sorted equivalence relation on A, called observational 
eqnaHty on A. We let OAlg[]2] denote the class of all observational S-algebras. 
Notice that: 
• A S-algebra A can be considered in a straightforward way as an observational 
Z-algebra (A, = ). 
• In general we can form an infinity of observational gebras from a Z-algebra. For 
this reason we use the notation ~ or ___B in order to distinguish between two 
relations which form two observational algebras (A, ~)  and (A, ~P)  from 
a given algebra A. 
6 More precisely, this replacement is impossible only if each node on the path from p to the closest enum 
above p (if there is one) is of sort Set. 
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The reader certainly realizes that our definition of observational lgebras is similar to 
the one of structures in first-order logic where each predicate symbol is interpreted by 
a relation. We consider the equality symbol "="  in the axioms as a particular 
predicate symbol. This symbol is explicitly interpreted in an observational lgebra by 
its observational equality. 
The term "equality" may seem somehow misleading in this context, since an 
observational equality is not necessarily a congruence. The term "observational 
equivalence" might be therefore more appropriate. Nevertheless, this may be confused 
with observational equivalence between algebras 1-21]. Consequently, in our ap- 
proach, we keep the term "observational equality". 
Example 7.2. Consider LI, and ObSswE both defined in Example 4.7. Since ~ObSswE 
is an equivalence relation (see Fact 5.8), the pair (LI~, ~ObsswE> is an observational 
Sig [$Wg]-algebra. 
Definition 7.3. An observational X-morphism p:<A, _~A>--~<B, ,.~B> is any (usual) 
X-morphism from A to B which preserves the observational equality, i.e. for all s ~ S: 
Va, beA~ a~--Ab =~ ~(a)~-812(b) 
It is obvious that OAlg [Z] equipped with the observational 2~-morphisms forms 
a category. 
Definition 7.4. Let a: Z~Z'  be a signature morphism. The a-redact of an observa- 
tional Z'-algebra <A', ---'> is the observational X-algebra 
(A', ~'51. = <Ai., -----[.> 
where AI, is the usual a-reduct of the Z'-algebra A' and ( - i , )s= ~ ~,ts) for all s~S. 
The mapping -I~ extends to observational morphisms as in the usual framework. 
Consequently, it defines the forgetful fnnetor from OAIg[X'] to OAIg[Z] associated 
to a. Thus we can also view OAlg as a functor from the category of signatures Sig to 
the dual of the category of all categories Cat °p. OAlg maps each object X of Sig to the 
category of the observational E-algebras and each signature morphism a to the 
corresponding forgetful functor-t,. Notice that this provides components upon which 
an institution can be built. 
8. Validity of observational sentences 
Before introducing observational sentences and defining their validity in observa- 
tional algebras we give some additional definitions and results. 
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Definition 8.1. A solution of an equation 1= r in an observational X-algebra <A, ~ ) is 
a (total) valuation v :X~A such that either lv~Tr(A) or rv~Tr(A) or Fv ~?~. The set of 
all the solutions of an equation is written [! = r] <A, ~ >. The set of solutions of a formula 
~0 is defined recursively as follows: 
• if q~=--q~O then [~0]<A,~> =Vai[X,A]\[~,]<A,~> 
• if ~o = #/A ~b' then [~o]<A, ~> = [#/] <A, ~>n[~P']<A, ~> 
• if ¢p=Vx~O then 
[q~]<A,=>={v~Val[X,A] I V/~EVal[X,A] (VyEX\{x} y#=yv) ~ #~[~O]<A.~>} 
where ~b, ~b' are S-formulae. 
Since all the connectives of the classical first-order logic as well as the existential 
quantifier can be expressed by means of--7, A and V, the solutions of an arbitrary 
first-order logic E-formula (without predicate symbols) are well defined by the above 
definition. 
In order to put our formalism in the institution framework we need to investigate 
the relationship between the solutions across the forgetful functor and the translation 
of formulae. This is done in the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.2. Let tr : S~S, '  be a siynature morphism and <A', ~-'> be an observational 
Z'-algebra. For any S-formula ~o we have 
[~o]<~, _-% =(E~(~o)]<~, '>)io 
The proof of this theorem requires the following lemmas. 
Lemma8.3. Let a :S~Z'  be a siynature morphism, <A', ~'> be an observational 
Z'-alyebra and v ~ Val IX, A [~] be a valuation. For any Z-formula ~k we have: 
either {v' E Val[X' ,A']  l vi = v } ~ [a(~k)]<A,,~,> 
or {v'~ValEX', A'] I v[o-- v}nEa(~)]<~, =,> =0 
Proof. Consider two valuations v'~, v~ ~ Val [X', A'] such that v'~ I, = v~lo = v. According 
to Definition 3.5, v'l and v~ differ only on values they assign to variables of X'\a(X). 
This difference cannot have any effect on the fact whether these valuations are 
solutions of a(~k), because Var [a(~O)] ~ a(X). Consequently, either v'~ and v h are both 
solutions of ¢r(qJ), or both are not. [] 
Lemma 8.4. Let a: S ,~S '  be a signature morphism and <A', ~'> be an observational 
S'-alyebra. For any S-formula #J we have 
Val [X', A'] k,\([a(#/)] <A'. --'>)1. = (Val [X', A'] \ [a(~h)] <A'. ~'>)Io 
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Proof. (~_) Obvious. 
(~_) Let v~(Val[X',A']\[a(d/)]<A,~_,>)l,. From Lemma 8.3 we have 
{v'~ Val IX', A'] I v[, = v} c~[a($)]<a,--z'> = 0 
Hence V¢([a(qJ)]<A',~'>)I,. [] 
Lemma 8.5. Let a:S,---}S' be a sionature morphism, <A', ~-'> an observational S'- 
algebra and v~Val[X', AIo ] be a valuation. For all S-formulae qg, ~ we have 
([~(~)]<~', ~'>)1~([~(~')]<*, ~'>)lo = ([~(~)]<*, ~'> n [a(g,)]<~, ~'>)l, 
Proof. (~) Let VG(IO'(rp)]<A, ~,>)l.n([O'(I/t)l<A, ~,>)1.. From Lemmas 8.3 and 3.6 we 
have 
{v'~Val[X', A'] l vi = v } ~_ [a(~o)]<A ~,> 
and 
{v'~Val[X', A'] Iv[ = v} __ [a($)]<A ~> 
Thus 
{v'~ValEX', A'] l v[ = v} ~--[a(tp)]<A', ~ >C~[a(qJ)]<A ~ > 
Hence 
v 6(Eo'(~)]<A,. ~,> r,, [o'(q,)]<,,,---'>)l,, 
(_)  Obvious. [] 
Lemma8.6. Let a:Z---}S' be a sionature morphism, (A',  ~-'> be an observational 
S'-algebra, x be a variable of X and ~ be a S-formula. For any valuation v'6Val[X', A'] 
we have: 
V#'~VaI[X',A'] (Vy'Ea(X)\{a(x)} y'/~'=y'v') =~ ].t'G[O'(q/)]<A,,_m_,> (i) 
iff 
V/~'~Val[X',A'] (Vy'~X'\{a(x)} y'kt'=y'v') ~ kt'm[a(~k)]<A,~> (ii) 
Proof. We use the following notations in the proof: 
.At',,, = { u'~ Val [X', a ' ]  I V.V'~ o'(X)\ {o-(x)} y'#' = y'v'} 
~,, = { kt'mVal[X', A'] IVy' eX ' \  {a(x)} y'g' = y'v'} 
It is obvious that 
,~,- - -  [a(~)]<A, ~,> (iii) 
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is equivalent to (i). It is also obvious that 
,@~, Z [a(~')]<A, ~,> (iv) 
is equivalent to (ii). Consequently, it is enough to prove the equivalence between (iii) 
and (iv). 
(iii) ~ (iv): Since in 9~v, the quantification domain corresponding toa(X)\ {a(x)} of 
./t'v, is extended to X'\{a(x)}, we have ~,, ~/¢~,, hence ~,---[a(~)]<A, =-,>. 
(iii) ~ (iv): Assume ~t'~J¢'~, and show that #'~[a(~)]<A'~'>. It is clear that there 
exists 0' e~,  which coincides with #' on a(X). Since Var [a(~b)] ~ a(X), either #' and O' 
are solutions of a(¢) or none of them is. Now, by the hypothesis that ~o' is a solution of 
a(~b), therefore/~' is also [] 
Lemma8.7. Let a:Z--*Z' be a signature morphism, (A', ~'> be an observational 
Z'-algebra, x be a variable of X and d~ be a Z-formula. For any valuation v' e Val [X', A'] 
we have: 
V/z'eVal[X',A'] (VyeX\{x} y'#1 =y'vi,) ~ ]A[o~([-O'(l//)]<A,~,>)[a (i) 
/ff 
Vg'eVal[X',A'] (Vy'zX'\{a(x)} y'#'=y'v') ~ #'~[a(~b)]<A,,~,> (ii) 
Proof. Notice first that the subformula y'#1= y'v[, of (i) is equivalent to aa--~(y'/~io)= 
a~(y'v[o) since irA, is lnjectwe, when restricted to the carrier of a given sort. By 
Definition 3.5 the last equation is equivalent o a(y)/~'=a(y)v'. We can therefore 
replace the left-hand side of the implication in (i) by VyeX\{x} a(y)# =a(y)v'. Since 
a is injective on variables we can change the quantification domain and variable in 
order to obtain an equivalent formula: 
Vy'~a(X)\{a(x)} y'#' = y'v' (iii) 
From Lemma 8.3, we can deduce that the right-hand side of the implication in (i) is 
equivalent to #'~[a(~')]<A' ~'>. By substituting it as well as formula (iii) into (i) we 
obtain the following formula equivalent to (i): 
V#'~ValeX',A'] (Vy'Ea(X)\{a(x)} y'#'=y'v') ~ p'~ea(~')]<w.~,> 
By Lemma 8.6 this last formula is equivalent to (ii). [] 
Proof of Theorem 8.2. By structural induction on a Z-formula (p under the induction 
hypothesis that the theorem holds for all proper subformula of qx 
Base step: q~ is an equation 1= r. We have to consider two cases: 
Case 1: There exists a sort s~S such that A~,(s)=0 and xs~Var[l,r]. By Defini- 
tion 8.1 we have 
[l=rJ<A,~>l. =VaI[X, AIo] 
[a(l) = a(r)]<.. ~,> = Val [X', A'] 
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By Lemma 3.6 we know that -I~ is total and surjective on valuations, consequently 
Val [X', A'] Io = Val [X, A i.] 
Hence ([a (1 = r)] <A', ~'>)1~ = [1 = r] <a, ~ >1~' 
Case 2: Neither 1 nor r contains a variable of sort s such that A'o(~)=O. From 
Definition 8.1 we have Ve[I=r]<A,,~,>I ~ if and only if v:X~AI ,  and 
lv_----- ;~  (iv) 
From Lemma 3.6 we know that any v: X--*Aio has the form vio with v' :X'~A' and that 
t ! ~ t  t Plo exists for any p': X'--*A'. So (iv) is equivalent to lvlo = i rvl=, by Definition 7.4 is 
equivalent to aA,(lvlo)= aA,(rvlo) and by Lemma 3.7 is equivalent to a(1)v'~-'a(r)v '. 
This last formula holds if and only if v'e [a(1)--a(r)]<~, >. 
[--lqJ]<A,->l ° =Val[X, Ai~]\EqJ]<A,~,>I ~ (by the induction hypothesis) 
=Val[X, Ai~]\([a(~)]<A,.~,>)l~ (by the injectivity of_l~ )
=Val[X',A'])l,\([a(~k)]<A, ,~,>)1. (by Lemma 8.4) 
=(Val[X',A']\([a(~k)]<A,~,>)I~ (by Definition 8.1) 
= ( [~( -7  ~,)]<~, ~'>)lo 
• m=@1^~2 
[~l  A ~2]<A', *'>1~ ---- [~1] <A'. ~'>1 n[~2]  <A', ~'>l~ (by the induction hypothesis) 
=([a(~X)]<A,~_,>)lr~([a(~b2)]<A,~,>)l~ (by Lemma 8.4) 
=([a(~l)]<A',~-'>C~[a(~2)]<A',~'>)lo (by Definition 8.1) 
= ( [~(~, )  ^ ~(~2)]<~-~>)1~ 
= ( [~(~ ^ ~2)]<~',---'>)Io 
[Vx #;]<A'. ~'> = {veVal[X, Ai,] [ V/~Val[X, Ale] (Vy~X\{x} y#-- yv) 
#m[~k]<A,~>} (by the induction hypothesis) 
= {v~Val[X, A(o] I V#~Val [X, AI, ] (VyeX\{x} y#= yv) 
= #~([a(~k)]<A,~>)l~} (by injectivity of-/~ on valuations) 
Induction step: 
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={v'zVaI[X,A'] IVg'zVaI[X',A'] (VyzX\{x} y'#io=y'vl,) 
=:"/~ioe([tr(qz)]<A, ~,>)1o}1o (by Lemma 8.7) 
= {v'~Val[X,A'] I VffeVal[X', A'] (Vy'eX'\{a(x)} y'ff=y'v' 
=, #'~[tr(qz)]<A,~,>}l, (by Definition 8.1) 
=([W(x) a(¢)]<A,, ~,>)1~. =([o(Vx ¢)]<A, ~,>L. [] 
Definition 8.8. An observational E-sentence is a pair (tp, W> where ~p~Wfs[Z] is 
a Z-sentence and W_~Tz(X) is a set of terms. We note OWfs[]2] the set of all 
observational X-sentences. 
As in the usual framework, OWfs is extended to a functor from the category 
of signatures Sig to Set (the category of sets). This functor maps every object Z of Sig 
to the set of all observational Z-sentences. An arrow a of Sig(Z,S') is mapped by 
OWfs to the product map of its usual extensions on Wfs[S] and T~(X). In other 
words, 
OWls [,7] (<~, w>)= <,~(,p), ,7(w) > 
(We write ambiguously a instead of OWfs[a].) 
We have already all the elements necessary to define an observational satisfaction 
relation. 
Definition 8.9. We say that an observational Z-algebra <A, g > satisfies an observa- 
tional sentence (~,W>, written (A, = > ~ (~, W>, iff 
[¢] <A, ~ > = Val IX, A] (i) 
_~ c ~'w (ii) 
Notice that in the above we have defined a family of relations {0t=~}z:sig with 
~= ~ __q OAlg [Z] x OWfs [Z] 
We examine now how our satisfaction relation behaves w.r.t, the variance of 
observational sentences (translation) and the covariance of algebras (a-reduct). We 
start by the first requirement of Definition 8.9. 
Proposit ion8.10. Let a :Z - ,Z '  be a signature morphism. For any set of  terms 
W__q T~(X), any observational Z'-algebra (A', ~'> and any Z-formula cp we have 
[o'(tp)]<~,~,>=Val[X',A'l /ff [(p]<A,~=,>Io=Val[X, AI~] 
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Proof. We have [¢r(qg)]<A,~,>=Val[X',A'] equivalent to ([a(~0)]<A,~,>)l. = 
(Val[X', A'])I., which by Theorem 8.2 is equivalent to 
[~0] <A,, _-_'> t~ = (Val IX', A'])Io (i) 
According to Lemma 3.6, -I, is surjective on the valuations. Consequently, we have 
(VaI[X',A'])Io=VaI[X, AIo]. Thus, the formula (i) is equivalent o [tp]<a,~,>lo= 
Val[X, A[,]. [] 
The next step is to study the second condition of Definition 8.9 w.r.t, term 
translation and forgetful functor. We examine first the if part and then the converse 
part of this condition. 
Proposition8.11. Let tr:S,~S,' be a signature morphism. For all sets of terms 
W___Tr(X), W'_Tr,(X') such that ~(W)___W' and for any observational S'-algebra 
(A', ~-') we have 
"~C ~.~ w, ~ ~ io~'~W 
where "w, and ~w are the indistinguishability relations on A' and A[, respectively. 
Proof. Assume that 
Va',b' ~A' a'~'b' =:, a',,~w,b' (i) 
This holds particularly for a', b' ~ A ~(s) (for some s ~ S). Since ~:  A I°~A' with range 
LL~s A~(s), from (i) we deduce that 
Va, beA[. ~A,(a)~--'~A,(b) ~ ~(a)~w,a-jZA,(b) 
By Definition 7.4, ~A,(a)~--'~A,(b) is equivalent to a ~ lob. Hence 
Va, b~Ai~ a'~iob ~ e~TA,(a),-,W,a-jZA,(b ) 
But from Proposition 5.1 it follows that ~;A,(a)~w,a-j:A,(b) =~a~wb. Consequently 
Va, b~Af, a~-i b ~ a~w,b. [] 
The next step should be to prove the converse of the above proposition restricted to 
W' = a(W). Unfortunately this is not true in general. The following example illustrates 
this fact. 
Example 8.12. Consider the following signatures: 
S={ a,b : ---,s S '={ c,d : ~s  
true, false : --,Bool true, false : --,Bool 
f ,g :  s--*Bool } h : s~Bool } 
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Let W= {f(a),g(b)}. Notice that in any X-algebra A we have 
a a ,.~w ba  
because  a A and b A have no comparator. Consider a :X~X'  defined by: 
a(Bool) = Bool 
~(s)=s 
a(true)= true a(a)=c 
a(false) = false a(b)=d 
g( f )=g(g)=h 
(i) 
Notice that in any U-algebra A', 
cmp~w~(C A',d A') =(h(o)} (ii) 
since a(W)= {h(c), h(d)}. 
Consider a reachable observational U-algebra (A', ~ ' )  such that 
hA'(c A') # ha'(d A') (iii) 
c A  `~'d A' (iv) 
Notice that ~ i~ = { a%, b%)} • Therefore, according to (i) we have 
m_ io C2 ~W 
but we have not -~' ~_ "~lw~ since from (ii) and (iii) we have c A' -~lw)d A' whereas from 
(iv) we have c A' ~'d A'. 
From this negative result we may already conclude that, in order to establish 
institutions within our approach, we will be constrained to restrict our framework 
somehow. This will be the subject of Section 10. 
9. Observational specifications 
This section is devoted to some general notions about observational specifications. 
Definition 9.1. An observational specification OSP is a tuple (X, O, W), where X is the 
signature of OSP, O the set of its axioms and W is a set of terms with variables, 
W _~ T~(X), called observations of OSP. 
The models are defined as in the usual approach except hat we use the observa- 
tional satisfaction instead of the usual one. 
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Definition 9.2. Let OSP = <Z, O, W) be an observational specification. We say that an 
observational S-algebra (A, - ) is a model of OSP iff 
VOeO (A,~>Ct=<O,W) 
We note OAIg[OSP] the class of all observational models of OSP. 
In the above definition we have considered a set 4)= {tpx . . . . .  tp.} of formulae as 
a conjunction of formulae q)= tpx A ... A ¢p.. Thus any pair (q), W)  can be viewed as 
a single observational sentence. One may also define an observational specification as 
a pair (S, OAx) with OAx = {(01, W1 ) . . . . .  {(Oi, Wi) .... }. The possibility to associate 
observations separately to each axiom would increase the expressive power. However, 
in all examples it seems preferable to attach a unique set of observation terms to the 
whole specification. 
Fact 9.3. The observational gebra <LI,, "~Obs~ ), described in Example 7.2, is a model 
of the observational specification SWE. 
Proof. Since the observational equality on <LI,,, ~ObsswE) isjust the indistinguishability 
relation, we only need to prove that for any axiom 0 of SWE we have 
[0]<L,o, ~Oh .... >=Val[X, LI. ] 
Notice that (Lb)lsig[USx]=L. On the other hand from Example 4.7 we know that 
~ObsswE is the usual equality on (Lb)lsigEmmT 3. We have therefore 
(<LI., ~ObsswE >)ISig[LIST] = <L, = ) 
and since L is a model of LIST, (LI., "ObsswE) satisfies all the axioms of LIST. 
Since the elements observationally equal on (Ll~)sct are different representations of 
the same set, it is clear that for the "standard" axioms ~1, ~'2 . . . . .  Cs of sets (see Fig. 1), 
we have 
[fill<L,, ~Ob . . . .  >=VaI[X, LI. ] 
Notice that ~9 and ~qo are translated by ~r (see Example 4.7) in the following way: 
a(~'9): idl(nil)= nil 
a(~qo): idl(cons(x,I))=cons(x, idl(I)) 
We have therefore 
Ea(~'9)] <L, = > = Err (qJl o)2 <L, = > = Val EX, L] 
Then, according to Theorem 8.2, we obtain 
[~kg] <LI.,= > = [~qo] <LI~.= >= Val IX, LI~ ] 
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Hence we can conclude that 
[I//9](Lio' mOb .... ) "~-- (I//lO)(Lio, "~Ob .... ) = Val [X, LI~ ] 
The last step is justified by the fact that the axioms ~9 and ~kxo are equations and that 
= --- ~ObsswE" Obviously, for any S-equation t = t', any S-algebra A and the observa- 
tional equalities ___,c ~_a on A, we have [t =t']<A.____,> ~ [t =t']<A, ~>. [] 
In the above example we have considered a model of the form (A, ~w). Of course, 
this is possible only when ~w is transitive. Moreover this model has a particular 
status: it is a terminal object in the category of all observational models formed with 
a given algebra A. (This is quite analogous to the final data type of [121.) Notice that 
when ~w is not transitive this category has often no terminal object. For instance the 
category of observational models of TIqANS formed with the algebra A (see Fig. 2) has 
no terminal object. 
The next result points out that our observational specifications together with their 
semantics generalize the usual approach. On the one hand an algebra A can be viewed 
as the observational gebra (A, = ). On the other hand, an algebraic specification 
(S, O)  can be considered as an observational one in the straightforward way: we just 
take (S`, 6), X). The relationship between the two is stated by the following proposition. 
Proposition 9.4. Let (S, 6)) be an algebraic specification. Each model of(S,, 6), X )  is of 
the form (A, = ) with A~AIg[(Z, 6))1- 
Proof. Notice first that ~x is the identity relation on any Z-algebra. This is obvious 
since a variable xeXs gives rise to an empty comparator Os which distinguishes all 
distinct a, beAs and we have assumed that Xs is nonempty for any sort s. By 
Definition 8.9, for any (A, - )eOAlg[ (Z ,  6),X)] we have g _ ~x, thus g is just the 
usual equality. From the requirement [01<A. => =Val[X, A 1, for all 0~ 6), we deduce 
that AEAIg[(S`, 6))]. Conversely, it is clear that for any BEAIg[(S`, 6))] we have 
(B, =)~OAIg(Z ,  6), X)]. [] 
Up to now, we have not been studying modularity issues. We have only defined the 
semantics of "flat" specifications. In fact, as in [11, our semantics extends to an 
observational stratified loose semantics without additional assumptions. For instance, 
the next theorem shows that our approach fulfils the requirement of "reusing by 
restriction" [3]. 
Theorem 9.5. Let tr : Z--* Z' be a signature morphism. For all observational specifications 
OSP = (Z, O, W)  and OSP' = (S', O', W' ) such that a(6)) ~_ 6)' and tr(W) ___ W' we have 
OAlg [OSP'] io - OAIg [OSP1. 
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Proof. From Definitions 9.2 and 8.9 it is enough to prove 
V(A', _-_') ~OAlg[Z'] 
(VO' eO' [O']<A, =,>=Val[X',A'] =~ (VO~6) [O]<A,~,h =Val[X, AI.]) (i) 
and 
V(A' , - - - ' )eOAlg[S']  ---'C,~w, =~ _-__io~_--~w (ii) 
Proof of (i): Let (A', ~' )~OAlg[Z"]  such that 
VO' ~O' [O']<A, =,>=Val[X',A '] 
Since a(O)__q O', for all 0~O we have [a(O)]<A,. ~,~ =Val[X', A']. According to Propo- 
sition 8.10 
VO~O [O]<A,.~=,>Io=Val[X',AI.] 
Proof of (ii) follows directly from Proposition 8.11. [] 
This result corresponds to a very fundamental property which holds in 
most nonobservational frameworks. Except for our case, in all other approaches 
with an observational satisfaction relation the corresponding property holds only 
for equational specifications. It may also hold for positive-conditional xioms 
under the hypothesis of observable premises. However, this is a rather strong restric- 
tion. It may be then surprising that in our approach the former theorem holds without 
restriction even if the axioms are arbitrary first-order sentences. The reason is 
that our observational equality is not fixed by observations contrary to the indistin- 
guishability relation. Unlike [1,23,8,16,19] 7 our observational equality does 
not coincide with the indistinguishability relation. This choice was dictated by 
the fact that the indistinguishability relation is "disconnected" from the forgetful 
functor. On the contrary, our observational equality, similarly to the usual equality, 
is always "transported" through the forgetful functor. The main difference 
of our approach with the above-mentioned works is that our satisfaction 
relation is based on an observational equality which does not coincide with the 
indistinguishability relation. This situation (party) guarantees such a general result as 
Theorem 9.5. 
The following corollary of the former theorem formalizes the phenomenon: "more 
observations, less models". 
7 Even if observational equality isnot explicitly defined in all these approaches, it is indeed straightforward 
to define it, as shown in [14]. 
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Corollary 9.6. Let OSPx = (X, O, Wx) and OSP2 = (X, O, W2) be observational speci- 
fications such that WI -~ W2. Then 
OAlg [OSP2] _~ OAlg [OSP~ ]
Proof. Follows directly from the previous theorem. [] 
We conclude from the above that observations act on the semantics of a specifica- 
tion in a quite similar way as the axioms, since by adding axioms, we restrict he class 
of the models. 
10. Towards an institution of observational specifications 
In this section, based on the framework we have developed so far, we define an 
institution for observational specifications. As mentioned in Section 8, this task 
requires ome additional restrictions. 
Recall that an institution (see [7]) is a tuple (Sign, Wfs, Mod, ~)  where 
1. Sign is a category of "signatures", 
2. Wfs:Sign~Set is a functor which maps each signature to the set of well-formed 
sentences over the signature, and each signature morphism to its extension on 
sentences (translation map), 
3. Mod:S ign~Cat  °p is a functor which maps a signature to the category of the 
interpretation structures (models), and each signature morphism to the o-reduct 
functor (-I~ : Mod[X']~Mod[X]) ,  
4. ~is a (ISignl-sorted) satisfaction relation (~_  Mod[X] x Wfs[X]) such that for 
each t r :X~Z'  in Sign, each ~peWfs[X] and each M'eMod[X' ]  the following 
satisfaction condition holds: 
M'~Wfs[a](tp) iff Mod[a](M')~tp 
It is clear that the tuple (Sig, OWfs, OAlg, CI= ) could be an institution provided 
that it would fulfil the satisfaction condition which in our formalism is expressed by 
the following property. 
Property 10.1. For any a : Z ~ X', any observational X-sentence ( tp, W)  and any obser- 
vational X'-algebra 
(A', ~ ' ) t~=a((~,W))  /ff (A', ~')I,CI=(tp, W)  
By Definition 8.9 in order to show that this property holds, it is enough to prove 
V(A', ~ ' )  EOAlg[X'] 
[a(tp)] <A', ~'> = Val [X', A'] <:> [tp] <A', ~'> I~ = Val IX, A i~] (i) 
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and 
V(A', ~ ' )~OAlg[Z ' ]  _ ' c  ~~(w, ¢~ ----[o--- ~w (ii) 
The first requirement is guaranteed by Proposition 8.10. From Proposition 8.11 we 
have the "only if" condition of the second requirement. Unfortunately, we know from 
Example 8.12 that its converse part does not hold without additional assumptions. 
The following is the necessary and sutticient condition of the converse part of (ii). 
Property 10.2. Let tr : S~Z'  be a signature morphism and W_Tz(X) be a set of terms. 
For all Z'-algebras A' and all a(W)-distinguishable a', b' e A'ts), there exist a, b ~(A i,)s 
satisfying -#-~a,(a)= a' and ~:a,(b)= b' such that 
a ~wb 
Proposition 10.3. Let tr : Z---,X' be a signature morphism. Property 10.2 holds for a set 
W of r,-terms if and only if 
'~ i~ ~-- ~W ~ __'CZ ~a(W) 
holds on all (A', ~')~OAlg[X'] .  
Proof. (=~) Let (A', = ' )  ~ OAlg [,~']. Assume that 
t ,.~,! Va, b~Alo a=l  b ~ a~wb (i) 
By contradiction assume that there exist al, bleAi ,  such that 
~a,(al) ~,(w~--~a,(b 1) (ii) 
O-A,(al)_ trA,(bl) (iii) 
Using Property 10.2, from (ii) we deduce that there exist a2, b2 ~ A i, such that 
~a,(a2)=~a,(al) (iv) 
~-~a.(b2) = ~ZA,(bl) (v) 
a2 ~wb2 (vi) 
I'~,P But according to (iii), (iv) and (v) we conclude that a 2 = i b2. We have therefore 
t aE~job2 =# a2~wb2 
which is in contradiction with the assumption (i). 
(~)  (We prove it in an indirect way.) Let a :X~S'  and Wc_Tr(X) for which 
Property 10.2 does not hold. Consequently, there is a 27-algebra A' with elements 
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a',b'~A',~so) (for some s0~ S) a(W)-distinguishable, such that for any s eS satisfying 
a(s)=a(s0), all the elements a,b~(Ai,)s uch that ~jTa,(a)=a' nd ~-~A,(b)=b' are W- 
indistinguishable. Equip A' with 2'  such that c'_~'d' ~ c '~w~d'  for all c',d'eA' 
except for a', b' where a' ~'b'. It is clear from the proof of Proposition 8.11 that for all 
these c',d' we have also that for all the elements c,d~(Ai,)s uch that e~A,(C)=C' and 
~7,(d)=d' the following holds: 
c~ id  ~ c~wd. 
It follows from the above formula that - i , - - - "w,  since by Definition 7.4 we have 
a= i b and we have assumed that a ~wb. Now, ---'~ "~w~ because a'_~'b' and we 
have assumed that a'$~lwlb'. [] 
We can conclude from the above that in our approach, the satisfaction condition 
does not hold in general. Only the "only if" part of Property 10.1 holds. Consequently, 
according to [20], our approach defines a reduction-preserving-satisfaction pre-i sti- 
tution. The converse part of Property 10.1 holds only for those signature morphisms 
and those observations which enjoy Property 10.2. Consequently our approach could 
motivate more liberal formalizations of the notion of "logical system" than institu- 
tions, as e.g. specification logics [4] or pre-institutions [20]. One of such formaliz- 
ations could be partial institutions where translation of sentences is partial and 
satisfaction condition is required only for translatable sentences. In our case an 
observational Z-formula (~p, W)  would be defined as translatable w.r.t a:S--*Z' iff 
a-x(a(W))= W. This is justified by the following corollary. 
Corollary 10.4. Let a: Z--*S' be a signature morphism and W_~ T~(X) be a set of terms 
such that a- l (a (W))=W.  Then a and W satisfy Property 10.2. 
Proof. Obvious from Proposition 5.2. [] 
Since the satisfaction condition holds only for some signature morphisms, in 
order to define an institution in our framework, one could forget some problematic 
arrows of Sig and consider as a category of signatures a category which has the 
same objects as Sig but less arrows. We retain this last solution. Then the question is 
which signature morphisms we should eliminate in order to obtain an institution. 
Thanks to Corollary 10.4 we notice that problematic arrows are those which do not 
preserve 
V W ____ T$(X)  0"- 1 ( i f (W))  --.-~. W 
It is easy to see that the above equation is satisfied by any signature morphism for 
which the corresponding map on operations (and not necessarily on sorts) is injective. 
This remark leads to the following result. 
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Proposition 10.5. Consider the tuple OAlgSpec = (ISig, OWfs, OAlg, C~= ) where ISig 
is the category whose objects are the usual signatures and whose arrows are all signature 
morphisms for which the corresponding maps on operations are injective. Then 
OAlgSpec is an institution. 
Proof. Follows from the above comment. [] 
Notice that OAlgSpec denotes in fact a family of institutions. Recall that 
OWfs [2,] = {(~0, W)  I ~o~Wfs[27], W =_T~(X)} 
Accordingly, OAlgSpec is in some sense "parametrized" by Wfs. Recall that our 
approach does not take into account predicate symbols (other than =). Thus the Wfs 
functors acceptable for our purposes must send every signature to any appropriate 
subset of the corresponding language of many-sorted first-order logic with equality 
but without predicate symbols. Moreover, our approach can be easily enriched with 
predicate symbols without loss of results (as shown in [13]). 
11. Some additional examples 
In this section we show on two examples how some (usual) algebraic specification 
(~, 0 )  can be completed with observations W, in order to get some interesting 
observational models corresponding tobounded realizations. Of course the examples 
of models we provide are only in OAlg[(Z, O ,W)]  and not in Alg[(Z, O)]. This 
motivates the use of an observational pproach to handle bounded implementations 
of specifications which (in the usual sense) have no bounded models. In both examples 
we proceed as follows: 
1. Given a specification (27, 6~) we provide a ?-algebra A which is not a model of 
(2,, O). 
2. We equip A with an observational equivalence ~ and we show that (A, -~ ) fulfils 
the first requirement of the definition of our observational satisfaction relation 8.9, 
that is [O]<A.~>=Val[X,A] for all 0cO. 
3. We give an appropriate set of observations W and we show that the second 
requirement of the definition of our satisfaction relation holds, that is ~ ~_ "~w. 
As a first example consider the specification I NT = ((2"1, ~9 1) of integers (see Fig. 3). 
The only reachable models of this specification are 7/and all the 7//n7/. Assume that we 
need a realization of this specification which behaves like 7/at least inside an interval 
between the constants minint and maxint. Consider the Sig[INT]-algebra A in Fig. 4. 
Obviously, this algebra is not a model of INT. 
Let us equip A with the observational equality "~"  defined as the reflexive- 
symmetric-transitive closure of the relation 
{ (minim, underflow), (maxint, overflow)} 
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sl~e: STACK 
sp~e: INT ase: NAT 
sort: Int sort: Stack 
operations: operations: 
0 : Int emptystack : - ,Stack 
s, p : Int - , Int  push : Nat Stock--Stack 
axioms: top : Stack--, Nat 
p (s (x) )  = x pop : Stack ~Stack  
s (p (x ) )  = x axioms: 
top (push (x, s) ) = x 
pop(push (x, s)) =s  
Fig. 3. Specifications INT and STACK. 
underflow minim s s s s 
. f . . . . . . . . . .  
p v . _ . ;  J . . . . . . . . . .  J , , 
p p p p p maxtnt overflow 
Fig. 4. 
It is easy to show that Val[X,A] is the set of solutions of both axioms of INT in 
(A, _-__ ). Assume now that we observe the set W1 of all the ground terms which denote 
integers between minint and maxint. In this situation the contextual variable o~nt is an 
observable context of all the elements of A between minint and maxint. On the 
contrary, underflow and overflow have no observable context. Consequently 
~w, ={(b,b) ,  (c ,d )  l b, c,d~A~nt, {c,d}n{underflow, overflow} ~0} 
Hence - _  ~w, and we conclude that (A, =)  is an observational model of 
(-rl, O1, Wx ). 
As a second example, we are going to study bounded stacks. Consider the specifica- 
tion STACK = (,~2, 02)  (see Fig. 3) and assume that we are only interested in stacks of 
a height bounded by a constant maxheight. Then the following algebra A should be 
correct for our purposes: we consider an array-pointer realization with an array of 
length maxheight + 1 starting at the index 0. A full stack is then represented by the 
couple (t, maxheight) and an erroneous tack by (t, sA(maxheight)) (sA(maxheight) 
points outside of t). For both erroneous and correct stacks, the operation top is always 
realized in the standard way: 
topa((t,  s(i) ) )=  t[i] 
On a correct stack the operations push and pop are also realized in the standard way: 
iv~sA(maxheight) =:, pusha(x, (t, i ) )=  ( t [ i ] :=x,  sA(i)) 
i#maxheight  =:, popA((t, sA(i)))= ( t , i )  
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These operations act on an erroneous tack in the following way: 
pushA(x, (t, sa(maxheight) )) = (t[maxheight]:= x, sA(maxheight) ) 
popn((t ,  sA(maxheight) ) ) = ( t, sa(maxheight) ) 
It is important o notice that it is impossible in this realization to make correct an 
erroneous tack by means of combinations of pushes and pops only. 
Let A be the above realization. We equip now the algebra A with the observational 
equality "---" defined as the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of the following 
relation "p": 
1. (t ,n) p(t ' ,n) if n<~maxheight and t[i]=t'[i] for all i<~n. 
2. (t, maxheight) p(t', sA(maxheight)) if t and t' differ only at the index maxheight. 
Let us show that the set of solutions of any axiom of STACK in the observational 
algebra (A, _-_ ) defined above is Val [X, A]. This is obvious for the nonerroneous 
stacks. Consider then a full stack (t, maxheight). We check the axiom 
top(push(x ,  s)) = x: 
topA(push A(a, ( t, maxheight >))= topA( ( t[maxheight] :=a, sA(maxheight) > ) 
= (t [maxheight] := a) [maxheight] = a 
We check the axiom pop(push(x, s))=s: 
popA(pushA(a, (t, maxheight ) ))= popA( (t[maxheight] :=a, sA(maxheight) ) ) 
= (t [maxheight] := a, s A (maxheight)) 
But according to 2: (t[maxheight] :=a, sA(maxheight))~-(t, maxheight). 
We check now both axioms for an erroneous tack (t, sA(maxheight)): 
top A (push a(a, (t, sA(maxheight) ))) = top A ((t [maxheight] := a, s A (maxheight))) 
= (t [maxheight] := a) [maxheight] = a 
On the other hand, 
popA(pushA(a, ( t, sA(maxheight) ) )) = popa( (t[maxheight "] :=a, sA(maxheight) ) ) 
= (t [maxheight] := a, s A (maxheight)) 
But according to 2 we have 
( t, sA (maxheight) ) p (t, maxheight ) p ( t [maxheight ] := a, sA (maxheight) ) 
Since "~"  is the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of "p", we have 
( t, sA (maxheight ) ) ~- ( t [ maxheight ] := a, sA (maxheight ) ) 
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In this way we have shown that in (A, ~ ), the solutions of both axioms of STACK are 
Val [X, A]. 
Assume now that we observe the set WE of all the ground terms of the form top(t) 
with t generated by emptystaek, push and loop and representing a stack of height 
least or equal to maxheight. It is clear that for two nonerroneous stacks ( t ,n)  and 
(t', n) we have 
(t,n)..~w2(t',n) iff (t,n)~-(t',n) 
Since an erroneous tack has no observable context, it is indistinguishable with any 
other stack. Consequently 
W2 
and we have shown that (A, ~)  is an observational model of the specification 
(~2, O2, W2). 
The reader has certainly realized that in both examples the corresponding observa- 
tions have been described in an informal way. In fact in this work we did not deal with 
a syntax for describing sets of observation terms. It is clear that no syntax may exist 
allowing to describe (in a finite way) an arbitrary subset of Tz(X). s Consequently the 
choice of a particular syntax will impose strong restrictions on possible observations. 
Nevertheless, under such restrictions, we can expect some additional results within 
this framework. 
12. Concluding remarks 
We have developed a loose observational semantics of algebraic specifications. We 
have shown that, under some restrictions, our formalism provides an institution. First, 
we have investigated how the elements of a carrier of an algebra should be observed 
through terms. Then we have introduced the concept of observable context underly- 
ing our definition of the indistinguishability relation. We have shown that this relation 
is neither a congruence nor an equivalence r lation, in the general case. Both of these 
results fully agree with our Indistinguishability Assumption. Notice that when we 
restrict o sort observation, our indistinguishability relation becomes a congruence. 
Consequently, this notion becomes close to the Nerode congruence [8]. However, 
unlike in [16], in our approach two observational gebras differing on nonobserv- 
able junk do not satisfy the same observational sentences. We do not privilege 
reachable lements, since this is most suitable for the observational semantics of 
parametrized specifications in the loose framework (which is one of the topics of 
further research). 
s There exist nonrecursive subsets of Tx(X). 
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We have introduced in our semantics an additional stage over the indistinguishability 
relation, namely observational equality. Then we have defined the observational 
algebras, the observational sentences and the corresponding satisfaction relation. We 
have shown that the restriction to injective signature morphisms enables our formal- 
ism to be extended to an institution. 
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